STANDARD LIMITED WARRANTY TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR HANKOOK TIRES

WARRANTY TERMS
This limited warranty applies to the original purchaser of any new tire manufactured by HANKOOK Tire Co., Ltd bearing Department of Transportation prescribed tire identification numbers. Eligible tires shall be used on the vehicle on which they were originally installed according to the vehicle manufacturer’s or Hankook’s recommendation. This warranty applies if all following qualification requirements are met:

• The tire was purchased after January 1, 2013.
• The tire is a size, load rating and speed rating equal to or greater than that recommended by the vehicle manufacturer.
• The tire has not become unserviceable due to a condition listed under WHAT IS NOT COVERED.

WHAT IS WARRANTED AND FOR HOW LONG
If any tire covered by this limited warranty becomes unusable due to a workmanship or material related condition during its usable tread life (more than 2/32nds remaining tread), Hankook will give a credit on the following conditions:

1. The tire is returned to a Hankook Distributor within one year from date of purchase.
2. The tire has at least 2/32nds of usable tread remaining at the time of return.

WHAT IS NOT COVERED
Free replacement workmanship warranty is not applicable to snow tires.

1. After the first 2/32nds of the original usable tread or after one year from date of purchase: The amount of the credit will be calculated as follows:

   - With less than 2/32nds remaining depth:
     - With the serial number cut or buffed.
     - Racing & off road use and Misapplication.
   - Tire must be worn within first 2/32nds of the usable tread.
   - Tire must be within one year from date of purchase.
   - Tire with less than 2/32nds remaining depth before the warranty miles under the normal passenger use, improper mounting/demounting, under inflation, improper tire size, improper repair, deflated in vehicle, abused.
   - Continued use while flat or serves under/over inflation.
   - Road hazards including without limitation, puncture, cut, impact break, stone drills, bridges, gravel, impact collision.
   - Premature or irregular wear due to vehicle mechanical reason.
   - Conditions resulting from without limitation, improper mounting/demounting, under inflation, improper tire size, improper repair, deflated in vehicle, abused.
   - Due to running on tires over four (4) years old from the date of manufacturing.
   - During the first 2/32nds of the original usable tread and one year from date of purchase:
     - Tire will be replaced with a comparable new Hankook produced tire free of charge. Applicable taxes on the new tire and cost of mounting, balancing and any other charges in connection with the replacement of the tire are required to be paid by the owner.
   - Tire must be worn within first 2/32nds of the usable tread.
   - Tire must be within one year from date of purchase.
   - Tire with less than 2/32nds remaining depth before the warranty miles under the normal passenger use, improper mounting/demounting, under inflation, improper tire size, improper repair, deflated in vehicle, abused.
   - Consequential damage.

OWNERS’ GENERAL OBLIGATION
In order to be eligible for HANKOOK’s limited warranty program, the owner must observe the following:

Owner’s General Obligation: This warranty, or any warranty stated or referred to herein, is exclusive and in lieu of any other warranty regarding the quality of Hankook tires, whether expressed or implied and remedies for breach thereof shall be limited to those specifically provided herein. Hankook will not be liable for any consequential damage.

DISCLAIMER
This warranty, or any warranty stated herein to the contrary, is understood as limited to observe safety warnings, maintain proper inflation pressure, maintain vehicle alignment and the related, expected tire performance or life may not be achieved and your safety cannot be ensured.

ROAD HAZARD WARRANTY
If the eligible tire is rendered unserviceable due to a non-repairable road hazard, it must meet the following guidelines:

- Tire must be within one year of date of purchase.
- Tire must be within one year of date of purchase.
- Tire with less than 2/32nds remaining depth before the warranty miles under the normal passenger use, improper mounting/demounting, under inflation, improper tire size, improper repair, deflated in vehicle, abused.
- Consequential damage.

SAFETY AND WARRANTY SYMBOLS
M+S Mud and Snow
P-Metric
Eco
• Mileage Plus II, Dynapro HT (P-Metric), Dynapro AT-M (P-Metric), Enfren
• OPTIMO Line: H727, H426, H725
• OPTIMO H725A, OPTIMO H431, Ventus H101, Dynapro HP

ROAD HAZARD WARRANTY
- VENTUS Line: V222 eco. V4ES: V2 Concept, AS
- OPTIMO Line: H725, H431, H725
- Mileage Plus II, Dynapro HT (P-Metric), Dynapro AM (P-Metric), Enfren Eco
- V4ES: Ventus S1 Noble 2 (March, 2013)
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